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🔥U.S. District Judge Lorna Schofield in Manhattan
dismissed claims against Trump on racketeering on a real
estate multilevel marketing scam but will let class action
case go forward against Trump and his kids🎩
@TheNakedParty

Trump Must Face Suit Over Alleged Multilevel Marketing Fraud
(Bloomberg) -- President Donald Trump, his company and three of his children must
face a class-action lawsuit in which people claim they were scammed into spending
money on fraudulent, multilevel mar…

https://news.yahoo.com/amphtml/trump-must-face-suit-over-200243955.html

🙄This isn’t Trump’s only rodeo. He was paid millions of dollars in exchange for

promoting ACN, a telecommunications marketing company and Trump Network,

sold vitamins and health promoting products in other schemes.

Trump accused of receiving 'secret payments' for endorsing a multilev…
Trump is accused of being paid millions of dollars in secret, in exchange for
promoting a multilevel marketing company.

http://www.businessinsider.com/trump-acn-multilevel-marketing-company-endorsemen…

💥Trump needs to be charged w RACKETEERING‼ ALL of his businesses are

corrupt.
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@realDonaldTrump AKA Don the con, was involved in a 
penny stock pump and dump for his own magazine run by 
“gangsters” who almost all ended up in prison for various crimes

 twitter.com/kelly2277/stat…
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Trump and Dump: How Trump Magazine became a penny stock- 

Another Trump Business that left investors broke and Trump and his 
mobster pals rich....  fusion.tv/story/360908/t…

32 9:31 PM - May 16, 2019

31 people are talking about this

Then there’s Trump University 👇
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A NY Supreme Court judge ruled against Trump and his 
children in a massive charity fraud case. Trump will also be held 
liable for his illegal donation to FL AG Pam Bondi to put  breaks 
on the state’s criminal investigation of his Trump University scam

 washingtonpress.com/2018/11/23/the…

641 5:14 AM - Nov 25, 2018

358 people are talking about this

A NY Supreme Court judge just ruled against Trump and his c…
Trump and his family tried to pull a fast one but the judge was having
none of it.
washingtonpress.com

🥩 Trump Steaks $50 a pound 😂 Swear. To. God. @SharperImage

A Definitive History Of Trump Steaks™

https://thinkprogress org/a-definitive-history-of-trump-steaks-e0e6fc31b689/
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https://thinkprogress.org/a definitive history of trump steaks e0e6fc31b689/

Trump Vodka Kosher For Passover⁉ Not so fast...

Trump Vodka Is Having a Very Un-Kosher Scandal in Israel
It’s not as if Trump Vodka is a bestseller in Israel, but it’s popular around Passover
because it is deemed “Kosher for Passover.” Only problem: turns out it really isn’t.

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/qknmkb/trumps-kosher-for-passover-vodka-is-havi…

Trump Mortgage LLC lasted 18 months 😳 Now, Trump is POTUS and wants to

privatize Franny Mae and Freddie Mac so his rich Russian friends can own it.

Russia tried to force a bailout of Fannie and Freddie, Paulson writes
Russia tried to force a bailout of Fannie and Freddie, Paulson writes

https://www.denverpost.com/2010/01/29/russia-tried-to-force-a-bailout-of-fannie-and-fr…

✈Trump Shuttle lasted only 3 years...

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/retropolis/wp/2018/01/02/the-ups-and-mostly-d…

🔥Trump threw the crown 👑 to Miss Universe contestants who came from countries

that he was trying to do business with or who he wanted to sleep with. His racism also

was at play👇
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There could also be grounds for RICO charges against Trump  
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@MissUniverse past contestants who are ethnic or who have 
dark skin may have legal rights. People who bet on Pageants 
may be able to sue Trump for tampering w pageant results

53 6:42 PM - Mar 9, 2018

33 people are talking about this

🏠 Trump’s real estate biz denied housing to people of color...

1973 | Meet Donald Trump
David W. Dunlap looks back at some of the first Times mentions of Donald Trump.

https://www.nytimes.com/times-insider/2015/07/30/1973-meet-donald-trump/

♦  Trump went bankrupt in a business where literally the House always wins... 🎰

What Exactly Is Donald Trump's Deal?
Is he a buffoon? A genius? An exploration of the man, his brand, and his chronic
bluster.

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2013/04/whats-the-deal-with-donald-tru…
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🏙 Trump Tower, his signature property, was filled with felons, Russian mafia,

Chinese Intel, fugitives, gambling rings and built by illegal immigrants and

contractors he didn’t pay‼ 

Judge Says Trump Tower Builders Cheated Union on Pension Funds

https://www.nytimes.com/1991/04/27/nyregion/judge-says-trump-tower-builders-cheate…

Trump Ice was discontinued in 2010 but you can buy Trump water on EBay😂$650
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🔥Trump’s newest venture is being President of the United States where he has every

intention of burning it to the ground🔥
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BOOM Whoa, this is VERY interesting... if you were going 
to target Bernie Sanders voters to split the vote where might you 
get polling data That’s right, Tad Devine who worked for 
Manafort @raventerp1 See thread 
twitter.com/kelly2277/stat…
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Polling data has been crucial all along... even w Tad Devine and 
Sanders  tip @raventerp1 twitter.com/jackabryan/sta…

152 1:03 PM - Feb 1, 2019

119 people are talking about this

💥The treason w Russia against our democratic elections is one arm of this

destruction- the other is internal👇
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Bannon & Trump waged a ‘daily war to deconstruct the 
Administrative State’. In retrospect it was a coup against 
America. Bannon said the Trump White House “is digging in for a 
long period of conflict to transform Washington and upend the 
world order.”  washingtonpost.com/politics/top-w…

140 6:00 PM - Mar 15, 2019

188 people are talking about this

Bannon vows a daily fight for ‘deconstruction of the administr…
Trump’s chief strategist outlines nationalist agenda and says
president will fulfill hard-line promises.
washingtonpost.com

🔥Trump Model Management has been relocated to Moscow...
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BREAKING Trump Model Management closed in 2017- but 
Trump Model Moscow opened in 2017. Did Russia bail him out 
again

161 12:25 PM - Jul 23, 2019

162 people are talking about this

🤔Trump Escorts now Mystique Companions...
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Thanks to WayBackMachine we see that Trump Escort 
Agency was pimping International Escorts. Trump Model 
Trump Escort = Sex Trafficking

1,619 12:42 PM - Jul 29, 2017

1,969 people are talking about this
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